Beloved Man Dr. Jeremiah Wolfe was the scion of great Eastern Band families—his outstanding character, cheerful demeanor, deep wisdom, and positive approach to life were shaped, in part, by those generations that preceded him. The Wolfe family name comes from Jerry’s great-great-great grandfather, Standing Wolf (ca. 1788-1864), one of the leaders who guided eastern Cherokees through the crisis of removal and helped build the foundations for the present-day Eastern Band. Much like Jerry, he was a celebrity in later life, made famous through a series of newspaper accounts detailed in this article. And, like Jerry, visitors to the eastern Cherokees sought out Standing Wolf, a man whose Christian faith and perseverance brought his family and others through the 1838 removal. One visitor, Elijah Keese, met Standing Wolf in 1859 and wrote “The expression of his countenance is benign, pleasant and cheerful. He is loved and respected by all who know him.” He could easily have been describing Jerry 150 years later.

In assembling this article, I regularly visualized Standing Wolf as Jerry Wolfe, a kind, generous person with deeply held convictions, amazing strength of character, and expansive wisdom that he used to benefit those around him. It is a testament to Standing Wolf that we saw him again in Jerry.

The American government’s dispossession and forced removal of the Cherokee Nation in 1838 is a tragic saga that has been widely examined in academic and popular literatures. In most cases, these perspectives on the Trail of Tears treat the collective experience, largely assembled from governmental and military records and the papers of Cherokee leaders and limned with anecdotes of individuals and families swept up in the maelstrom of Indian removal. The stories of Cherokee families forced to the west often remain obscure; even more elusive are the narratives of those Cherokees who avoided, evaded, or escaped removal to remain in their homelands. Other than the dramatic, but atypical, story of Tsali (Charley) and his family—the sole instance of violent resistance to deportation—the varied forms of Cherokee resistance to the federal government’s enforced removal have, until recently, received only passing notice. Yet in the mid-nineteenth century, the most famed eastern Cherokee was Wahyagadoga or The Standing Wolf, a leader who achieved national celebrity through newspaper accounts that recounted his 1838 escape from military custody and his return to present-day Jackson County, North Carolina. Those newspaper articles, “Anecdote of a Cherokee Indian” (New York Evening Mirror 1846) and “Wah-w-catogah or Standing Wolf” (The Spirit of the Age 1853), built around the eyewitness accounts of George W. Hayes, are remarkable in verifiable detail, yet equally striking in their carefully crafted omissions. Hayes portrayed the escape of Standing Wolf and his family as a spontaneous, isolated event of little consequence to the compulsory removal of Cherokee citizens, and he deemphasized his own role in the affair as reactionary and ad hoc. Contemporaneous records indicate otherwise.

This study examines Standing Wolf’s story, and Hayes’ portrayal of those events of 1838, through lenses of military, governmental, and civilian records to situate that episode in the broader story of the Cherokee removal. Those records, in aggregate, hint at Standing Wolf’s and
Hayes’ active participation in a long-term strategic plan to fend off deportation and enable some Cherokee communities to remain within their mountain homelands. That plan, which originated with a network of “citizen Cherokees,” families who had taken individual reserves under the treaty of 1819, and was executed with the help of a few trusted white allies, provided a basis for persistence of the communities that ultimately formed the present-day Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.

A Brief Biography

Standing Wolf was a prominent figure among eastern Cherokees after removal, described in the 1840s as “one of the great men of his tribe.” He was born around 1788 at Tuckaleechee (present-day Bryson City, NC); his parents were Ootlonoda (Wilnota) and Quadisi (Betsy). Standing Wolf first appears in the documentary record as head of a household of five in an 1820 census of Cherokee households that remained in the Tuckasegee River Valley after that area was ceded by the 1819 Treaty of Washington. His father, and uncles Yonaguska and Culsoowee, had claimed 640-acre reserves around the towns of Kituwah and Tuckaleechee under terms of the treaties of 1817 and 1819 (see Figure 1). Those agreements provided “to each and every head of any Indian family residing on the east side of the Mississippi River, on the lands that are now, or may hereafter be, surrendered to the United States, who may wish to become citizens of the United States, the United States do agree to give a reservation of six hundred and forty acres of land, in a square, to include their improvements.” Contrary to the federal government’s intent to create Cherokee severalty and private ownership, the reservees of Kituwah, Tuckaleechee, and other old traditional towns in southwestern North Carolina banded together to set aside larger contiguous blocks of land as a way to preserve land bases for their communities.

![Figure 1. Map indicating the landscape of the Standing Wolf story.](image-url)
lands under individual titles, would later prove key to continuance of Cherokee communities in southwestern North Carolina after the 1838 Removal.

Most of the 75 reserves allotted in North Carolina were quickly seized by whites and collapsed under conflicting state and federal titles, but many of the reserves and their families, including Wilnota and Standing Wolf, elected to remain near their old homes, outside the limits of the Cherokee Nation. 12 In 1829, Standing Wolf, with relatives and neighbors in then–Haywood County, signed a power of attorney document, declaring themselves “Indians who have separated themselves from the Cherokee Nation and are now citizens of the U.S.,” but who were “ignorant of the English language and the laws and customs of their adopted country,” and who required legal representation. 13

Standing Wolf entered into another such agreement in 1831, but by 1835, he and his family had moved from the Qualla Town settlement to “Yellow Town between Stekoe & Eularky,” a location in the eponymous Wolf Creek Valley of present-day Graham County, NC, which was then within the borders of the Cherokee Nation. 14 They comprised a household with six males over age eighteen, two males under eighteen, three females over sixteen and five females under sixteen. 15 Among these were five readers of Cherokee and three weavers. Their family farmstead in Yellow Town consisted of three log cabins, one hothouse, a small outbuilding, and eight well-fenced acres under cultivation, all valued at $109.00. 16

Because they had moved back into the Cherokee Nation, Standing Wolf and his family were included in the forced removal of 1838. As detailed in the 1846 and 1853 newspaper accounts, they were arrested at their Yellow Town home in early June, then marched to the emigration depot at Fort Cass, Tennessee, to await their deportation. After a month in the emigration camps, the family escaped detention and most of them ultimately rejoined the Qualla Town enclave along Soco and Shoal creeks. W.H. Thomas’ 1840 census of eastern Cherokees indicated “Wah he youh ca tauga or Standing Wolf” at Qualla, and noted that “In 1835, lived in Stekoih had 16 in family—of whom two emigrated—Nancy & Lowen—and three of whom died during the emigration.” 17 Thomas specifically noted that John Ecooih, Standing Wolf’s stepson, was part of the household in 1835.

In 1847, Standing Wolf was among eastern Cherokee leaders named as directors of the “Cherokee Company,” a corporation chartered in North Carolina that was ostensibly formed for the “cultivation and manufacture of Sugar and Silk,” but actually devised as a mechanism to allow eastern Cherokees to operate as a state-sanctioned corporate entity and hold title to lands. 18 The 1848 Mullay Roll identified Standing Wolf, age 60, and his wife Wakee (Becky), age 55, at Wolftown on Soco Creek, along with daughters Kaloneeska, Sulstiah, Oolscossity, Sittanneh and their children. 19 Most of Standing Wolf’s and Wakee’s other surviving children, including Enoli, Wilson, Sam Wolf, and John Ecooih lived nearby. Wakee died at Wolftown in 1855. 20 The next year, Standing Wolf secured a tract of land at Deer Town on Raven Fork from William H. Thomas, and some of the family moved there from Wolftown. 21 A tourist-journalist who visited the eastern Cherokee communities in 1859 described Standing Wolf as “a venerable old Cherokee” who “has been a member of the Church for 23 years. The expression of his countenance is benign, pleasant and cheerful. He is loved and respected by all who know him. I observed that he still wears the moccasin, the hunting-shirt, and the belt with a big butcher knife in it.” 22 When Standing Wolf died in 1864, he left a large and prominent family with numerous descendants.
among the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, one of the best known of whom was the late Beloved Man, Dr. Jeremiah Wolf.23

Two Accounts in Popular Media

The Standing Wolf first came to national public attention in 1846, when an anonymous “Washington correspondent,” almost certainly informed by William Holland Thomas, published “Anecdote of a Cherokee Indian” in the New York Evening Mirror (later reprinted in The Boston Recorder).24 Thomas was then primary legal representative for the eastern Cherokees, and in 1846 he lobbied Congress to include the Cherokees remaining in the east in benefits defined in the 1846 treaty negotiated with the Cherokee Nation, while assuring that the treaty did not compel their removal, which President Polk advocated.25 The “Anecdote” uses Thomas’ key talking points, and appears to have been part of Thomas’ public relations campaign to gain support for the causes of the Cherokees in the east.

The Evening Mirror story outlines the 1838 arrest and detention of Standing Wolf and his family in North Carolina, their march to the emigration depot in Tennessee, and their “release” and journey back to their homeland. The narrative emphasizes two points: Standing Wolf’s Christian faith, and his status as a citizen of North Carolina—with rightful immunity from deportation. The author notes that Standing Wolf was “a citizen of North Carolina, and consequently of the United States” under terms of the treaties of 1817 and 1819, and therefore his arrest and detention was a “mistake.” In this account, an officer released Standing Wolf and his family from the detention: “...there was no harm in it, he was a citizen.”

Much of the “Anecdote” focuses on the moment of Standing Wolf’s arrest, when he led his family in Christian prayer so moving that the soldiers were stricken with conviction and wept with the family. The author relates that Standing Wolf:

...prayed the Lord Jesu... to forgive the white people. They treated the Indians like brutes; but they did not know that they were doing... There was but one of the soldiers who understood Cherokee. This was Bob____, the Sergeant. Bob soon began to blubber, and his fellow soldiers blubbered from sympathy. Bob says that Lieut.----- cried himself.26

In the “Anecdote,” Standing Wolf, a supposed “savage,” summoned the grace to forgive his oppressors, an act that undoubtedly touched the educated literary readers of the Evening Mirror as sublimely civilized. That central act provided the progressive and politically active readers of the Evening Mirror the background information to support their conviction that the forced Indian removals were blots on the national character and stains on Christian moral character for which America needed absolution. Standing Wolf, at the moment of arrest, like Jesus during crucifixion, interceded to ask forgiveness for “the white people... they did not know what they were doing.”27 The “Anecdote of a Cherokee Indian” portrays Standing Wolf as a “good Indian,” worthy as a citizen and devout Christian to remain in North Carolina — exemplary, and fully representative of the eastern Cherokees. The article concludes with a question, and an implicit call to political action for readers: “Would it not be cruelty to remove him and his children from their mountain home? And yet a proposition to that effect is pending, or soon will be, before Congress!” The “Anecdote” used the episode with Standing Wolf to promote the merits and rights of the eastern Cherokees in North Carolina at a moment in which their legal status and rights were under threat in the negotiations of the 1846 treaty.
A more complete and detailed account of the journey of Standing Wolf and his family appeared in 1853 as “Wah-w-catocah, or, Standing Wolf,” in The Spirit of the Age, a widely distributed Raleigh, NC, literary newspaper. Lawyer A.T. Davidson helped former state legislator George Washington Hayes, the anonymous “Sergeant Bob” of the “Anecdote,” pen a first-person account based on Hayes’ vivid memory and journal notes. Although the Spirit article was first published anonymously, reprints that rapidly followed credited and identified Hayes.

Hayes (1804-1864) spent much of his youth in the Oconaluftee River Valley (then-Haywood County) among Cherokee neighbors, where he learned the Cherokee language at an early age. In the Spirit article, Hayes stated that he and Standing Wolf were “acquainted from childhood. He had once lived a close neighbor to me,” and in an 1843 deposition, Hayes stated that he had known Standing Wolf since 1820.

Hayes enlisted in Captain Isaac Truitt’s company of North Carolina Mounted Volunteers as 2nd Sergeant and interpreter during the Cherokee removal, and posted at Fort Lindsay, the northernmost station in the Cherokee Nation. That command carried out the arrests and detention of Cherokee families from the northernmost communities of Alarka, Stecoa, Yellow Town, and the lower Nantahala River Valley. The troops at Fort Lindsay were also charged with guarding against the escape of Cherokee families who sought to leave the ceded area and join kinspeople outside the Cherokee Nation at Qualla Town.

Those arrests of Cherokee citizens began with a false start on June 4, 1838, then recommenced in earnest June 12, and were quickly accomplished. As Hayes details in his account, his proficiency in the Cherokee language, and familiarity with Cherokee individuals and families, mediated the arrests and detentions, and reduced potential for confusion and violence in the process. Hayes, with other North Carolina volunteers, mustered out of service in early July at Franklin, NC. After discharge, Hayes returned to his home in Haywood County (now Swain County), but, as the Spirit article indicates, traveled to the Cherokee Agency at Fort Cass (Charleston, TN) in August, where he again encountered Standing Wolf.

In 1839, Hayes moved to Tomotla in the newly established Cherokee County to start a plantation on the former Cherokee lands, and was soon elected representative to the North Carolina House of Commons. He served in that capacity from 1840 through 1852, and was re-elected in 1860. While in Raleigh, he sponsored a bill to award citizenship and a 337-acre reserve in present-day Graham County to Junaluska, the venerable Cherokee leader who was a hero of the Battle of Horseshoe Bend. Hayes is best known for his role in sponsoring legislation to create Clay County from Cherokee County in 1861; the county seat of Hayesville is named in his honor. Hayes also voted for secession that year, and enlisted in Confederate forces as captain, Company A of the 2nd North Carolina Calvary regiment. After the lackluster performance of his poorly equipped company at the Battle of New Bern in 1862, Hayes resigned his commission and returned home to Cherokee County. He died suddenly in Franklin, North Carolina in October 1864, just a few months after his “old friend” Standing Wolf had passed.

Hayes’ own version of the story, “Wah-w-catocah, or, Standing Wolf,” in The Spirit of the Age is filled with flowery, highly romantic prose and embellishments of the popular “Cooperesque” frontier literature of the time—using terms such as “Father of waters,” “wigwam” and “spirit land” to ornament the narrative and attract the attention of readers of literary newspapers. Nonetheless, the core of the story rings true with first-person witness details verifiable in parallel...
In 1837-38, the Indian country was filled with United States troops, preparatory to removing the Indians west of the “Father of waters,” and being engaged to assist in this work, I [G.W. Hayes] kept a journal of some passing events; and although fourteen years have passed by, yet the events of those days are still fresh in my memory.

The order of the commanding General reached our post in the night of the 3rd of June, 1838, directing the officers to arrest all the Indians not ready or willing to go west. Preparations for carrying this order into effect occupied the night of the 3rd, and our company was divided into three squads. One officer and some few men were left at the fort to take charge of the ammunition, provision, etc., while the other two divisions went out to arrest an innocent and unoffending people. I was Interpreter for one of the parties. After we had succeeded in arousing several families from their peaceful and quiet slumbers, and arresting them, placing a guard over all that were taken...

...we came to the house of an aged Patriarch with whom I had been acquainted from childhood. He had once lived a close neighbor to me—this was Wah-w-catocah— from his habits prior to his removal to this part of the nation, I feared we would have trouble with him. Sometime before his removal to where we now find him, he had fallen in with a Methodist itinerant missionary and had been converted to the religion of the Bible. This however was unknown to us.

His family consisted of three grown sons, three or four daughters and a step son. On the arrival of the troops at his house, he and his family were told what we had come for: that the General of the Army required that he should leave all and at once go to the Fort. On hearing our message, it seemed that he almost sank beneath the weight of feeling that possessed him. He gazed in silence, looking on his wife and children; and after some moments had passed... “See,” said he, “my children are almost naked, and in that loom is a web of cloth. I now beg that my wife and these little ones remain here a few days, until that web be wove out so that we may be able to clothe them. I and my sons will be your prisoners and go with you, but leave my wife and these little ones a few days, until you are nearly ready to leave with us for the far west, and I will come and take them to your Fort myself.”

I said: “Wah-w-Catocah, our commands are positive and without exceptions, yet I have heretofore found you an honest man; if I grant this request, I am responsible, and have no other security than my knowledge of you for strict honesty. I will however take that responsibility.”

This seemed to some extent to relieve him, and leave being granted him prepare some wood for his family, he asked permission to pray with his dear ones before the separation. ... I of course unhesitatingly granted his request, and the old man took from the shelf a hymn book of the Methodist church, translated and printed in the Cherokee language; he seemed in that moment to forget all the circumstances that surrounded him, though well calculated to dismay the stoutest heart, and to make the strongest voice tremble; still, under all this he sang the Anthems and praises of his Redeemer without a single change of voice, but with the composure, calmness and patience that a persecuted Christian feels, when he knows that he is an heir to God, and a joint heir with Jesus Christ, who died that he might live.

While this was going on, the soldiers crowded around the door of the hut, and at the closing verse he fell on his knees, his wife and all the family following his example, he then lifted his hands toward Heaven, and pleaded the cause of those of his oppressors, and asked God to forgive them all their sins and prepare each one by grace divine for admission into that “house not made with hands eternal in the heavens.”

My feelings on this occasion can never be described; such I never had before, and the impressions then made on my mind never will be removed.

Although I was the only one present who understood the Cherokee language, yet all seemed to read the feelings of that old man's heart: and when I began to chide myself for my weakness, I
looked around upon my fellow soldiers, and tears were streaming from every eye. This day and this scene was the theme of conversation for weeks after it occurred. 36

The old man and his four sons, in accordance with his promise, went on to the Fort, submitting to all the privations to which they were incident under the circumstances...

The day now being fixed for the departure of all that we had taken, to the far West, Wah-U-Catocah was directed to bring into camp his wife and smaller children. He went alone, promising to bring them all in. ... Their stay here was but for a few days, when they, with hundreds of others, took up the line march for headquarters, which was at Calhoun, Tenn. To this place all the Cherokees from Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina and Tennessee, that were removed, were brought. ... Old Standing Wolf. We parted with him, when he left for headquarters, about the 20th of June, 1838, little thinking we should ever see him again ...

But so it was we met him again in August the same year. The transportation of the Indians would not be effected until in October or November, in consequence of the low water. Having some unsettled business to attend to, I went to headquarters in August. The settlement of my business was delayed, and I concluded one Sabbath to go out amongst the Cherokees who were encamped some three miles from town, at a large limestone spring called the “Rattle Snake Spring,” where I met my old friend, Wah-w-Catocah. He just saw me, and making his way through the crowd, he seized me by the hand before I saw him. A copious flood of tears began to flow, and he asked me to remain where I was until he brought his wife to me... it seemed but a moment had passed before he returned with his wife by his side... After some time spent in weeping, she began to relate to me the sad events that she had to encounter since she left their old home. “Two moons,” said she, “have passed since we left our old wigwam, and two of our dear little ones have gone to the spirit land; the balance of our family are sick. We never can go to the west; we must all die. Is there no chance for us to get back to our old home? ... Can you help us?” ...

... I had no help in store for them; I saw obstacles on every side, if they attempted to escape. But this was their only chance, so I advised them to save of the provisions they drew, all that they could, and when they had a sufficiency to carry them to their old homes, to take the last look at the camp fires by night, as they did their old home, and return to it and then to use for their support any or all of the crop they had left behind, as it was then my own. It had been sold by commissioners appointed by the government to take charge of all the property left by these forced to emigrate, and I became the owner, under one of these sales. ... I gave him this advice. Whether it was right or wrong, and we parted. I had but little hope of ever seeing him again.

In a few days I returned to my home, then in Haywood County. I often spake of the old Wolf and his family, and some two or three weeks had gone by and I began to think less often of the great distress of Standing Wolf and his family, when one day my attention was attracted by a company of Indians moving on in the direction of my house... At length I recognized old Wah-w-Catocah in the lead with seventeen of his relatives following him. I went out and met them, welcomed them to my house, gave them the best I had to eat. We then consulted what they should do. I advised them to go among his own people, as many of them were living a short distance off, that the government could not remove, as they had become land owners and were subject to the laws of the State. He took my advice and went to his Father, who was then living.

Wah-w-catocah still lives; although he is well stricken in years, he is in the enjoyment of good health. He is a good citizen, his hope is yet firm and steadfast…. He and all his family belong to the M. E. Church, South: two of his sons continually occupy the sacred desk ... men of strong mind and truly eloquent: and aided by Grace Divine, have done and are doing much good for the cause of religion among the Cherokees in this State. And now the father, mother, sons and daughters are happy and contented, and are causing many to seek the religion which has given them so much comfort in the days passed by, and which enables them to look to the future with so much hope. ... As for myself, if I did wrong, I hope I may yet repent; but I never have yet felt any remorse of conscience for it. Some may blame and denounce me-- be it so. ... Murphy, N.C. Jan 17, 1853.
The Untold Story

Hayes (and his ghost writer, A.T. Davidson) wove a deft account of the events of 1838—one that fit the popular romantic genres of the day, and while largely factual, it is shaped by omissions great and small. The Spirit article’s dialogue, recalled or imagined, is colored to elicit righteous sympathies for Standing Wolf, and importantly, for Hayes. The concluding statement, “if I did wrong, I hope I may yet repent; but I never have yet felt any remorse of conscience for it. Some may blame and denounce me-- be it so,” suggests that the article may have been political apologia, Hayes’ justification for aiding and abetting Cherokee resistance to removal. His role in the Cherokee removal was widely, if not precisely known, and Hayes may have suffered accusations of collusion in his unsuccessful 1852 run for the NC House of Commons. Hayes could not completely disavow his part in the removal drama; instead, he and Davidson sought to create humanitarian and emotional justification for those actions by romanticizing the plight of Standing Wolf and his family, emphasizing their natural nobility in the face of overwhelming adversity, and focusing on their exceptional merits as Christians. Hayes cast his responses to the family’s situation as impromptu, spontaneous, humanitarian, and motivated by Christian conscience—all tacit defenses against premeditation. In fact, the simplified story in The Spirit of the Age obscured the complexities of Hayes’ actions and motivations during the removal.

Although Hayes stated that he had known Standing Wolf “from childhood” and that they had once been “close neighbors,” he did not elaborate on his deep ties to his “old friend, Wah-w-Catocah” and his relatives in the Oconaluftee and Tuckasegee river valleys, nor did he mention his close association with William Holland Thomas, the legal and political agent for those folks. Hayes was only nine months older than Thomas, and both spent their childhoods with the Cherokee people of Soco Creek, Oconoluftee, Kituwah and Tuckaleechee. Thomas, by his own account, had learned to speak Cherokee from Standing Wolf’s stepson, John Ecooih.37 Hayes’ relationships with his Cherokee neighbors appear both familiar and problematic; the headman Yonaguska (Thomas’ adoptive father) sued Hayes for extortion of his kinswoman Ca-hu-car [Cayukah] in 1828.38 Yet by 1834, Hayes was a justice of the peace in Haywood County and used that role to assist Thomas’ efforts on behalf of the “citizen” Cherokees who resided outside the Cherokee Nation.39 In 1836, Hayes witnessed and affirmed appointment of William Holland Thomas as the power of attorney for Qualla Town Cherokees, and certified that he had “a sufficient knowledge of the Cherokee language to enable me to know that the within power of attorney was correctly [translated] to the Indians whose names are thereunto subscribed, January the 30th, A.D, 1836.”40 Hayes also affirmed a previous 1831 conveyance of power of attorney to Thomas that included Standing Wolf, indicating that Hayes was fully aware of Standing Wolf’s status as a “citizen Cherokee.” He testified in 1837 that the Cherokees residing in Haywood and Macon counties were “citizens of the state under the Treaty of 1819,” and that he had “attended most of their councils held since the late treaty was concluded, at several have acted as interpreter.”41

In the spring of 1836, Thomas, as agent representing the Qualla Town Cherokees, took petitions to Washington while ratification of the New Echota treaty was pending, and sought to exempt his clients from removal, but include them in the monetary benefits that accrued from the treaty. By currying favor with the Cherokee Committee, Treaty Party members who were
appointed and “fully empowered and authorized to transact all business on the part of the Indians which may arise in carrying into effect the provisions of this treaty and settling the same with the United States,” Thomas secured official exemptions and pro rata benefits for “a portion of the Cherokee citizens of and residing in the State of North Carolina” including “the Cherokees belonging to, or which shall belong to, the following towns and settlements: Qualla, Alarka, Aquona, Stekoih, Cheoih, and their respective settlements, expected to remain east.” The committee required a list certain of the participants in the exemptions, which Thomas collected and submitted in 1837. That submitted list, “amounting to Three hundred and thirty,” included Standing Wolf as head of a household of nine among those who were “averse to removal to the Cherokee Country west of the Mississippi [&] desire to continue [as] citizens of and subject to the Laws of the State of North Carolina.” In May 1838, just prior to the commencement of military removal operations, the committee confirmed and certified that roster, and allowed those individuals, including Standing Wolf, “citizenship by the said committee in accordance with what they conceived to be the provisions of the 12th Art. of the treaty of 1835 and their names are enrolled in the Register of the said committee agreeable to this list bearing date 22nd June 1837.” That late certification would not protect Standing Wolf and his family from arrest; although Hayes was certainly aware of the family’s inclusion on Thomas’ petition, his squad arrived at Standing Wolf’s home with “commands ... positive and without exceptions” and Hayes’ actions were closely monitored by his superiors. The dispensation that Hayes secured for Wakee and her daughters to remain at home might have considered their ambiguous status, as did Standing Wolf’s open parole from Fort Lindsay to revisit his home and support his family.

The two-month hiatus in Hayes’ account after Standing Wolf’s departure from Fort Lindsay was grueling for Standing Wolf’s family. When the Cherokee prisoners and their military escort departed Fort Lindsay, they ferried across the Little Tennessee River to gain the Tennessee River Turnpike, the only available wagon road to the emigration depot at Fort Cass and the Cherokee Agency. Rather than turn westward toward Tennessee on the turnpike, they walked 25 miles southeast to Franklin, North Carolina, where they resupplied at Camp Dudley, the North Carolina militia’s depot. Then they followed the new State Road across the Nantahala Mountains to Camp Scott, the post at Aquone, where they united with the prisoners from the upper Nantahala communities. Those captives would have included the families of Nantahala John, John Ecooih’s father, and Choyukah, Standing Wolf’s sister. That reunion was particularly significant; under traditional Cherokee practice brothers and sisters held close relationships, and brothers were prescribed roles as protectors of their sisters; Choyukah was now under Standing Wolf’s aegis.

The combined groups from Fort Lindsay and Camp Scott traveled southwest along the state road, arriving at Fort Delaney (present-day Andrews, NC) on June 29, then on to John Welch’s house, in present-day Marble, NC. Welch, a wealthy Cherokee planter and former reservee exempted from removal by the U.S. Superintendent of Cherokee Emigration, Gen. Nathaniel Smith, had encouraged and fostered resistance to the military operations from the outset. At Welch’s home, they encountered Preston Starrett, a Cherokee countryman (intermarried white), who was Smith’s appointed Assistant Agent for Cherokee Emigration. Rather than enrolling them all for emigration to the west, Starrett spent the next two days issuing permits of exemption based on a War Department ruling that allowed such exemptions for “200 old and infirm Cherokees” and their caretakers. Smith and Starrett, longtime business associates, had worked together on the 1835 War Department census of Cherokees in North Carolina and were familiar
with all the actors in southwestern North Carolina. Starrett later maintained a close working relationship with William Holland Thomas.\textsuperscript{47}

Starrett’s exemption plan, which Smith had promoted to the War Department, complemented Thomas’ scheme to exempt Qualla Town, but was aimed at Cherokees who lived within the Cherokee Nation. Starrett’s spate of permit writing at Welch’s seemed to present a last best-chance option for Standing Wolf and his family to sidestep the removal, but it’s not documented whether they sought those permits. When the prisoners later arrived at Fort Butler on July 3, Brig. Gen. Abraham Eustis, commander of military forces in the eastern division of the Cherokee Nation, rescinded and confiscated the issued permits, voided Starrett’s authority and alerted Winfield Scott that a scheme was afoot.\textsuperscript{48} Eustis then immediately dispatched the prisoners to Fort Cass under the supervision of Capt. Jacob Peake and his East Tennessee Mounted Volunteers.\textsuperscript{49} They traveled northwest on the Unicoy Turnpike, past the Burnt Stand, a “house of entertainment” owned by G.W. Hayes’ uncle, Emanuel Shuler (who also grew up near Standing Wolf, and who spoke the Cherokee language), to Fort Armistead in Coker Creek, Tennessee, where they took a much-needed rest July 6–8, 1838.\textsuperscript{50} From Armistead, they continued westward through Tellico Plains and Athens, Tennessee, before arriving at Fort Cass on July 12. After being mustered and enrolled by Captain John Page, then Acting Superintendent of Emigration, the prisoners dispersed to camps within the Fort Cass Emigration Depot. They arrived immediately after Principal Chief John Ross and the Cherokee national leadership concluded an agreement with Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott, commander of the Army’s removal operations, to delay the emigration until the onset of cooler weather and abatement of a strangling drought. That agreement, which pledged the captive Cherokees to compliance with the Army’s operations, also consigned the prisoners to await their fall emigration in hastily assembled encampments under military supervision.

At Fort Cass, Standing Wolf’s family bypassed the already overcrowded Aquohee District camps along South Mouse Creek, and went south to the camps along Rattlesnake Branch near the Rattlesnake Springs. Dr. J.N. Hetzel reported in July that those camps included “about Seven Hundred Cherokees... About Two Hundred and Fifty of these have been located on low and marshy grounds on the Branch East of the Spring... The remainder are encamped on the Hill, west of Camp Worth.”\textsuperscript{51} Hetzel noted that dysentery and measles were rampant in the camp when Standing Wolf’s family arrived. By the end of August, those diseases had abated, but Hetzel reported that the Rattlesnake Springs camps suffered three fatalities—perhaps including the children that Wakee mentioned to Hayes. Conditions in all the camps were oppressive; unusually high summer temperatures and drought exacerbated the burdens of disease and exposure that the prisoners endured.

Standing Wolf went back to the Cherokee Agency to attempt to collect payment for the valuation of his improved properties, and in mid-August, he filed claims for adjustments to that valuation, and witnessed claims for his Stecoa neighbors preparatory to the projected emigration in early September.\textsuperscript{52} About the time that Standing Wolf was settling his business, John Welch, his son Ned, Junaluska, Wachacha and Gideon Morris arrived at the Agency from Valley River in North Carolina to collect their payments and file other claims with the sitting board of commissioners.\textsuperscript{53} Like Standing Wolf (who was Wachacha’s first cousin), they were either former reservees or children of reservees, and had all received specific official exemptions from removal issued months earlier by Superintendent Smith.\textsuperscript{54} However, Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott, on the
advice of Principal Chief John Ross, ordered the arrest of the group for their ongoing interference in removal operations and their succor of Cherokee fugitives in North Carolina. Reports that hundreds of Cherokee fugitives had eluded Eustis’ forces and still hid in the North Carolina mountains had come to Scott’s attention, and continued resistance to removal potentially threatened the agreement between Scott and the Cherokee leadership. Scott quickly dispatched troops to southwestern North Carolina to bring in the families of the new prisoners and any other Cherokees they could find. Wachacha’s brother-in-law, Gideon Morris, a white American citizen who could not be detained under Scott’s authority, raced back to Valley River to warn about the returning troops.

The arrests of those Cherokee resistance leaders and the return of federal troops to southwestern North Carolina signaled a new phase of the military removal operations that focused on fugitives, and which lasted until the conclusion of the infamous Tsali incident in late November. Scott clearly signaled that the permits and exemptions issued by Smith, Starrett, and even by the Cherokee Committee were contingent and subject to revocation under his authority. Nor were assertions of citizenship under terms of the treaties of 1817/1819 inviolable exemptions. When Wachacha’s lawyers contested his detention and impending deportation in McMinn County court in September, they argued that he was a U.S. citizen; Scott successfully countered that Wachacha was “confessedly a Cherokee and alien by birth” and that the “reservations of lands do not make citizens, but merely give permissions to apply to the proper court to acquire that character.”

Scott also repeatedly asked the War Department for clarification and direction about the “citizen Cherokees” of the Qualla community, and proposed including them in the forced removal. These developments seemed to foreclose all of the options for Standing Wolf and his family and consign them to an emigration that portended disaster.

William Holland Thomas, who had represented Standing Wolf in the petition to exempt the people of Qualla Town, had been at Fort Cass setting up a temporary store when Standing Wolf and his family arrived, but left Fort Cass in early August and could not intervene for his friends and adopted relations. Instead, Thomas’ associate, Hayes, now a private citizen, suddenly appeared on the scene as if on cue—ostensibly to attend to “unsettled business” at headquarters. Belying Hayes’ assertion that his encounter with Standing Wolf and Wakee was entirely coincidental, Hayes struck a beeline for the Rattlesnake Springs camps, while passing through the South Mouse Creek camps with thousands of North Carolina Cherokees. At Rattlesnake Springs, Hayes found camps scattered for miles, rendering a chance encounter improbable, yet he quickly located Standing Wolf and Wakee, and learned of their travail and loss.

Hayes’ response to their dilemma was scarcely ad hoc. As recounted in the 1846 New York Evening Mirror (which was obviously informed by both Thomas and Hayes), “One of the officers gave him [Standing Wolf] permission to return—there was no harm in it, he was a citizen,” implying that the Standing Wolf family left the camps openly and with military permission. This was certainly Thomas’ post facto construction—Hayes was the former officer indicated. Fifty years after the removal, Thomas informed James Mooney in 1889 that “the ag[en]t who carried mail carried news to Standing Wolf th[at] he [was a] citizen & so he ran off & returned.” Elijah Keese, who recounted the escape in 1859, asserted that Standing Wolf initially resisted Hayes’ plan as dishonorable:
Hays [sic] then and there set about devising ways and means for the escape of Standing Wolf and family. As the Indians were collected together in vast numbers, and not very strictly guarded, this was easy of accomplishment. After all the preliminaries had been arranged, Hays told the good old man, that he would have to slip off in the night. This part of the arrangement was objected to, because he thought it altogether wrong and dishonorable. Meanwhile, several of his children died from exposure and for want of proper food; this circumstance, conjoined with the persuasions of his friends, at last overcame his conscientious scruples and he availed himself of the chance to return to "the blue hills he loved so well." 

Hayes’ planning for the release or escape and return of Standing Wolf’s family is indicated by his statement that the family could

... use for their support any or all of the crop they had left behind, as it was then my own. It had been sold by commissioners appointed by the government to take charge of all the property left by these forced to emigrate, and I became the owner, under one of these sales. 

Hayes’ targeted purchase of Standing Wolf’s growing corn crop at Yellow Town is verified by the commissioners’ records of those auctions held at Fort Lindsay, fifteen miles from Hayes’ home. Hayes bought only Standing Wolf’s corn, despite the many fields and patches for sale that were closer to Hayes’ home.

The departure of Standing Wolf’s family from Rattlesnake Springs in late August 1838 did not go unnoticed or unaddressed. Maj. Gen. Winfield Scott wrote the Secretary of War on September 4, 1838 that:

...To this impatience, in great part, is to be attributed the recent escape, back to their old settlements, of eight or ten families of N. Carolina Indians. They had settled their claims with the Board of Commissioners, and entrusted their money with designing white men to purchase land at the sales now going on, being assured that, after the withdrawal of the troops from this quarter of the union, they (the Indians) would be allowed to cultivate such lands in quietness. The design of the white men was, to purchase the lands for themselves, with the Indian money, and to work the latter as so many slaves for the benefit of the former.

Winfield Scott had already fielded troops to seek fugitives in North Carolina in mid-August, and dispatched another party to find Standing Wolf and the other escapees:

Lieut. [H.L.] Scott’s mounted detachment ... brought down between 70 and 80 Indians who had been left in the mountains of N. Carolina by Brig. Genl. Eustis. The detachment was very faithfully served by the Indian runners sent out by the delegation (Mr. Ross and his associates). Another similar detachment, with runners and pack-horses will set out tomorrow, under Lieut. Larned, to collect other families left as above, and, if possible, the recent fugitives from this place.

When they broke away from the camps, Standing Wolf and his cohort undertook a perilous 120-mile journey across the mountains on foot, their flight challenged by companies of mounted troops that scoured southwestern North Carolina. While en route, the Fort Cass escapees received aid, food, and shelter from both Cherokee and white families; Larned reported that

...some of those to whom permission to remain in the country had been given by Gen. Smith are aiding and concealing the runaways by every means in their power & those particularly who recently escaped from Calhoun are now concealed and sheltered by some families named Raper
living upon Nautlee creek; through whose agency one of them got away from Lieut. Johnson and his party after he had taken charge of her. 67

Almost miraculously, Standing Wolf’s family “encountered neither accident nor molestation of any kind,” during their journey. 68 Rather than going straight to their kin in Qualla, which was monitored by federal troops, Standing Wolf directed his family to the relative safety of G.W. Hayes’ home on Newton Mill (now Cooper’s) Creek, seven miles to the west. Eighteen individuals arrived at Hayes’, even though the family had lost three members and left two behind to emigrate. 59

After the group rejoined their relatives at Qualla, their sanctuary remained tenuous. Larned was increasingly frustrated in his search for fugitives and took his troops to Qualla Town in late September to look for the escapees among “Thomas’ Indians.” He wrote Scott that he had:

... moved my whole command to the settlement on the Oconelufti River occupied by those Indians who have obtained citizenship under the state of North Carolina, among whom I was informed many of the runaways had taken refuge, thinking they would there be safe from pursuit or apprehension. Mr. W.H. Thomas, the agent for this settlement, accompanied me, and immediately upon my arrival I caused the whole to be assembled, and ascertained that their number corresponded with the list furnished by Mr. Thomas of those to whom citizenship had been granted, viz three hundred and thirty three... 70

That list, the roster approved by the Cherokee Committee, included Standing Wolf and nine of his family members among the 333; others who had taken refuge at Qualla but were not on Thomas’ list presumably remained concealed during the inspection. Larned then demanded that Qualla Town provide guides and assist his mission:

... they were then told by my interpreter and by Mr. Thomas that they must bring in all the runaway Indians they could find; it was with great difficulty that they were convinced of the necessity for so doing and I was obliged to hold several talks with them before they would consent; when they became satisfied however that they could in no other way be sure of remaining undisturbed themselves they yielded. 71

Larned searched the North Carolina mountains for the escapees and other fugitives for another three weeks, then returned to Fort Cass on October 20, 1838; his October 25 report to Winfield Scott argued for abandoning the chase and closing the operations in the mountains. Lagging that withdrawal was Lt. A.J. Smith’s detachment, then near Pickens, SC. When they arrived at Oconaluftee, they found orders to return to Fort Cass with their prisoners. 72 Smith dispatched most of his force with the prisoners in hand but tarried with three soldiers to apprehend another reported group of fugitives near the mouth of the Tuckasegee River. There they captured Charley’s (Tsali) family of twelve and headed down the Tennessee River Turnpike toward Fort Cass. On the evening of November 1, Charley’s group made a desperate bid to escape, and killed two soldiers and wounded a third in the attempt, the only violent resistance that Cherokees had offered during their months-long removal ordeal. 73 According to Washington, Charley’s grandson, Charley immediately sought out Standing Wolf, “a great man... below where they had the trouble,” to inform him of the attack, and, presumably, to seek his counsel:
...They killed two and then the other one [escaped]; then he [Charley] just turned around and led the horses and went as fast as he can and he went to another place, where Standing Wolfe was. He told Standing Wolfe what happened.74

Charley undoubtedly knew Standing Wolf; their residences lay just a few miles apart. Washington’s account suggests that Standing Wolf had already returned to Yellow Town, five miles from the scene of the attack—perhaps to retrieve his corn crop—and that Charley expected to find him there.

Smith, whose horse had bolted during the attack, traveled to Fort Cass the next day to report the incident, accompanied by W.H. Thomas, who sought to ward off possible consequences for the community at Qualla. In meeting with Maj. Gen. Scott, Thomas offered his services and those of the Oconaluftee people in apprehending “Charley’s band.” Thomas returned ahead of the 280-man expedition commanded by Col. Wm. S. Foster, raised a group of scouts from Oconaluftee, and sent runners to find and recruit Oochella, the headman of Nantahala Town, who led a group of fugitives that had eluded Larned for months. Oochella, “a man who had made himself somewhat notorious by threats of resistance,” ultimately agreed to assist in the search for his former townspeople in return for amnesty for his suffering group.75

Despite (or, perhaps, because of) their numbers, Foster’s troops made little progress in tracking down Tsali’s band in the rugged Smoky Mountains. Instead, it was Oochella’s men, along with Oconaluftee Cherokees including Standing Wolf’s cousin Wachacha (escaped or released from Fort Cass), his nephew Ahquottakah, and his stepson John Ecooih, who eventually recaptured, and ultimately executed Charley, Nantayalee Jake, Big George, and Lowena for the soldiers’ killings.76 On November 24, 1838, Foster extended amnesty to Oochella’s band of fugitives, and wrote back to Scott to declare the “final termination of the affair.”77 The return of Foster’s troops to Fort Cass at the end of November marked the end of military pursuit of Cherokees in North Carolina, closing the operations that the escape of Standing Wolf’s family and others from Fort Cass had catalyzed.

Conclusion

Through time, the dramatic story of the Tsali affair has eclipsed that of Standing Wolf as the primary narrative of Cherokee resistance, yet both remain equally powerful and informative of eastern Cherokees’ struggles to remain in their homeland. While the stories of Charley and Standing Wolf initially appear to stand in sharp contrast, a closer examination reveals them to be related episodes linked in a continuum of response to the systematic dispossession, arrest, and deportation of Cherokee people. Charley and Standing Wolf knew each other; both knew the clandestine plans to evade deportation; both had received the directive that Oochella revealed, that “they had been instructed under no circumstances to take the life of one of the whites, but to avoid injuring them in any respect.”78 The pursuit set in motion to recapture Standing Wolf and his extended family and other Fort Cass escapees eventually snared Tsali and his extended family; their reaction to the prospect of immediate, forcible deportation devolved into a conclusive drama that John Ross termed “this melancholy affair.”

In evolving retellings, Anglo-American writers co-opted the stories of Standing Wolf and Tsali to serve the national myth, extending American ideals of virtue even to the embattled Cherokees. These authors projected Christ-like attributes onto both Standing Wolf and Tsali; Standing Wolf begged forgiveness for his oppressors, while Charley’s death was gradually transformed into a
heroic sacrifice to save all eastern Cherokees. Both constructs served Americans’ “noble savage” trope, romantic conveniences, like the reconstructions of Osceola and Tecumseh, that could be indulged after any real threats to American policy were neutralized.

Neither Hayes, the “Washington correspondent,” nor other derivative writers chose to detail the immediate aftermath of Standing Wolf’s escape and return to Oconaluftee, nor did they frame that episode in context of the messy final stages of removal in North Carolina. Instead, each used partial, truncated tellings to achieve their particular political or literary goals. In Hayes’ case, he likely sought to distance himself from the chain of consequences that followed Standing Wolf’s escape and took pains to avoid intimation of broader planning or conspiracy. Hayes’s telling in The Spirit was a seemingly full and completed narrative that functioned as a shield against deeper examinations. Yet less accessible and highly fragmented evidence suggests that Hayes, Standing Wolf, Yonaguska, Thomas, Shuler, Oochella, Wachacha, Welch, Junaluska, Morris and even Tsali, along with hundreds of others, were all networked in the plan with “designing white men” that the commissioners reported to Winfield Scott, and which Scott did his utmost to thwart. The prearrangements that Scott described, whereby Cherokees “entrusted their money with designing white men to purchase land at the sales now going on, being assured that, after the withdrawal of the troops from this quarter of the union, they (the Indians) would be allowed to cultivate such lands in quietness,” played out repeatedly in southwestern North Carolina.

Most of the Cherokee leaders involved in that network were former reservees who had attempted in 1819 maintain their traditional towns by ostensibly becoming citizens and holding land in severalty for their communities. Their efforts in 1838 built upon that original plan. The “designing white men” who participated in that network were mostly Cherokee speakers, like Hayes, Shuler, Thomas, Starrett, Morris and Elizabeth Welch (not all were men), who had long histories of connection with Cherokee families and communities, and who could operate in official spaces on behalf of their Cherokee clients, friends, and relations. In the aftermath of removal, they concealed their involvement in the Cherokee resistance to avoid sanction, but openly assisted Cherokee families to maintain their homes and farms—and ultimately, their communities—under state systems that denied Cherokee citizenship and land rights. The eastern Cherokees who avoided removal to become “Indians who have separated themselves from the Cherokee Nation and are now citizens of the U.S.,” found and used the interstices of American law, national, state, and local, to preserve and promote their traditional communities within their homelands. The ultimate success of that separate course, one which Standing Wolf and his kindred struggled to enact, is evident in the endurance and florescence of the present-day Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians.
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